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FOREWORD AND"STUDY PURPOSE

41
's

The qiialitative.study 4oresentd.here was completed b§ Daniel

Yankelovich, Inc., for\the American 'Home Economics Association
-

during the Spring of 1974.
.

The basic purpose of this research was to provide backgriiund f

4

a planned public relatioxii program to be sponsored by the AHEA.

It wasointended that
`A ...

budget 14-0R34permi-t,

pentatiort toward, the

this study, to the extent that time and
9

should provide data and qualitative docu-

eitablishment of effective goals for such a

public relatOns effort. The study fulfills this goal and., in
,"

so doinglzia&ses'inother series of questions in the more directly

substantive areas to which.home economics devotes itself. The

Association,we believe will have administrative-interest id

these findings as well.

This report presents the following sections aft'er.a brief method-
)

ology:

I - Management'SummarycZ Tindings and Recommendations

II - Discussion Of Detailed Study Findings as

Qualitative Hypotheses
I

III - Other Principal InsightsInto'Attitudes' and

'YBehavior Specific to Home. Economics TodaA.

z..

4
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STUDY SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

inTWo sequential phases of research were completed tn the course of

this study.

Phase 1

b.

Meetings between American Home Economics Association

personnel and the Daniel Yankelovich, Inc. study team

were held'to reach mutual agreement on the objectives

of thisstudy and the purpose for which it was being

undertaken.

Twenty-six in-depth personal interviews were completdd
ti

in Phase 1 among the following publics:

Business

,7S,econdary-Educ tion

---.7.--Vniversi les 6

Communications.* 5

Government Agencies 3

State'Legislators 3

..._

The 'Phase I study findings ware. presented

'Economics Assoc1ation aril 4questionnaire

4ewing was prepared utilizing
,q.

Phase 1 research.
4 .

d4 1

information
I-

to the American Home

fO'r telephone irite&

.learned fr.= the

iJ
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Phase 2

Seventy-nine telephone interviews were completed amongthe fdilow-

ing publics:

Business: "15

Textiles/fashidn

Fooddranufacturers

Appliances

Cosmetics

Consumer gdods

Government: 25

A. Agencies: 14

Federal

State

,City

B. Legislators: 11

Federal /

State

Secondary Education: 14.

State Departments of Education

Superintendents of Schools

School principals /

'

ti



`J.

College/Universities: 10

Deans of Colleges and Univerticities:

School of Home Economics

ool, of Humans Ecology

School of. Human Development.

College of Fine and Applied Arts

Media: 15

Newspapers

Magazines

Radio

TV

So

4

"'

Wire ServiCe ,
,

Upon c mpletion, all questionnaires were summarized and.analyZed

by the Daniel Yankelovich',' Inc. study team. The findings are
. , .

incorporated in this final report.

0

1

r k6



I. MANAGEMENT SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Study Conclusions and their implications

This summary of findingi provides a broad overview of the quali-
.

tative insights which' this study obtained regarding home econom-

ics and home economists. There isian essential focus to these

findings which has at least a twofold 'significance for the AHEA:
C

...As a platform for current decision-making regarding a

public relations program. tI "

...As initial insight into some more basic issues which ap-

pear to underlie those aspects of.home economics to which

4, current public relations program might reasonably ad-

dressp:self at.this point in,time.

.

Two sections appear beloct, one each devoted to the conclusions of

the *Study in ,'each of the above areas.

Proposed Current Public 'Relations Program

1. 'There can be little question that home economics. and

home economists need the support of an active, well-

positioned public relations program.

Both the discipline'and those who have elected to pur-

sue it as an'area of 'human endeavor are, we feel;

ing penilizedin.the'pursuit of their loald by a

failure among prospective employers to understand:

4e.

.0%

a



...What homeeconomics,seeks.,as primary goals.
Li

4;

.'..What home economists are trained awl fitted to

accoplish.

...Even what basic skills they can consistently

offer an employer.

In addition, there 'exists today a,confusing series of

polar-opposite stereotypes of home economists which

tend too often to foster avoidance behavior on the

part of prospective, employers or to foster spotty em-
;

ployment on a temporary consulting or advisory basis

rather than as a career. opportunity.

...On the one hand home economists are seen as

active, skilled and worthwhile contributors as

employees:

...On the other hand,Alome economists are seen,as

traditional, liMited. and carrying an uncer-

tainty as to the extent to which they can or

;14will contribute to the employer's ultimate

goals.

2. The above lack of identity and fractionated image thus

become the target topics for a forthcoming public.
A

.0.
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relations program on the part, of the American Home

,

Economics Association and-the best statement, of the

:goal for such a-program appars, on the basis of this

research, to be:

...First, to establish a clear identity as to

what those trained in the home economics

cipline are, what they do and do not do;khow

and in what related areas theyofunction most

effectively.

...And second, through first establishing the

identity of the home economist (for it is a

prerequisite), to build a coherent image for

the home economist which builds on the best of

its present polar image, and in so doing, grad -

ual 4estroys the negatives of that image.

3. Some of the aspects ofa public relations program for

home economics and home economists'.Which this study

suggests are

.An emphasis on professionalism. Today' the

homiaeconOmist)is seen as a "do-er," a tz;ik-
c.

oriented "performer," instead of one,who
)°a

tributes at the level of knowledge and

straction (and therefore broadNelpfulness)

which,characte sizes the profeaSional approach.

.;

.3



...A clear and consistent focus. The disjointed

impressions, especially among emp)yers, which

exist today vis-a-vis home economists, need to

be rallied around a central theme or thread

which is never lost si( t of in the course of

the public relations program--or after it, for

the kind of confusion we find here can be te-

Cl

.41

....A.need to be direct and authoritative. There

are slow and-patient ways' to deal with a con-

floed identity over tide, but it appears to us

that home' economics and hqme economists need a
4,.

significantly faster result. One of the better

ways to seek to accomplish a faster resolution

of confusion is through the use of a credible

but authoritative pasture in communications

efforts.
40'

If 1

,
4. One of the problems

,

to wrestle within the final con-

struction and use\,of a communications program is'the

fact that various types of potentidl employers, under
o

the situation as it is today, believe that they )1ave

different supplementary needs when it comes to home

ars

econoMists over and above whatever they may feel a'
.;

,;;

home economist "really does" as a result of her

-'disciplinary training:

,t
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...Government apapars to be additionally asking- .

for public-affairs skills, knowledge of legis-

lation and legislative:tactics.

0

...Media appear additibnally to-require writing,
. .

public speaking and/or broadcast.

:..Business. in-general, though not as precise due
it°

to its diversity, aaditionally asking for

marketing knowledge and,skilks.
020

It may therefbre be that, for the present, there ia.a

9

need for supplementary promotions to specific types of

employgrs emphasizing, to the extent it ib true, those
0

home edonomist capabilities for which they, the em-

ployers,have special need. But our-recommendation is

that this be undertaken only/under a gene'rally 'consis-
,k'

tent umbrella which fiiil seeks to 'establigh the iden-

tity -bl,the discipline itself.

55.. . A'very.hopeful sign in terms of the acceptance of a.,
r 'N

09...
communicativ program for hbme economics and home econ-

omists is the fact that eliployers, and, indeed educatbrs

as welict.0bacite th.a. they would appreciate .more in-.
.

r;A 4 .

,formation but the field (over 70%). It is.true that
,

1

41.
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10 4

- they are not all specifically asking for the identity -

"'resolving information propdsed here except by indirec-

tion, but despite that, they are conmeying a

willingness to notice and pay attention to material
fi

about home economics which offers a running start to-
,

0

ward the ultimate impact and effectiveness of a well-

considered public relations program.

. 6. The study further finds no reason to believe that the

American Home Economics Association is other than the
o

beet organization to present a public relations pro:-

f t

gram as-discus sed here. While colleges and universi-
.

ties-are most often mentioned as the referent to

"see k out.a home economist," the AHEA was generally'

more' consistently mentioned thdn'any other single

1.source except colleges and universities. It appears

fitting, therefore; to assume that there is a nucleus

pf. persons prepared to accept the AHEA when and if it

'undertakessa basic p0p,lid relations program.

Basi"'Longer. Range planning. for Home Economics

.A matter of:cOnsiderable import which emerges from this study as

'a very strong hypothesis relates to the fact that home economics'
.

as'a discipline IA itself father thorbughly misunderstood and
0

polarized. Even educators appear uncertain of its goals and aims.
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II. DISCUSSION .OF DETAILED STUDY FINaNGS. AS

' QUALITATIVE HYPOTHESES,

;HYPOTHESIS' #1

Aiiatlidtie.,7/edonomics,"as.an area of .study and later'as

consistent identity.
,

. -

api5eari-tiliel,..rothi-,-4040tijiie",:__Wfollows that home

__

,,also_Aha4e ty..-
. . -

,,,,....

-4-_,;.-

but . , /

.....8e1:411-i-ot.-every ten respondents saiethat "the home--,.-- 0
c- y: .

economists -major function and real role in society is
.- .

a context

Since this

economists

4

telatively unknoWn"--anc4 though it may be difficult to

believe, this- finding apipears'egualltrue for all pop-

ulations studied (educatOrs,- government- andbusiness).

There is no.more certain barrier/tothe creation and

maintenance of a distinct and pervasive identity than

',lack of knowledgeG especiallyfat,,the:70 per cent level:

...The number of different fund4Onal expectationsIbeyond
j.'

.

_,teacher and dietitian 'upon which there is reasonable .

-7 . !

r'''agreement) suggested, business:andgovernte4t em- '
,

' ,.--. . : f
ployers and potential. employers,-when_asked descrille

- -,

. 'II,', .
the types of positions for Which,i-home! edoil. mist ifki,,

,

II

,

likely to be hired, merely adds to:I-identity confusi4,
,

- . ,

."i: /' ' /, i j
, if-% - ,-

;.,

,' /.1' /
/, /..17/ ,,,,/,/

, ,,.-/ / /';/,r '-' ,/ '-'': r,,,
e

= since they fit into no known pattet*orifigiiratIon

of occupational classes:

Test kitchen supervisor

Cooperative extension 1'; Jit;representative yb

/2:11/0
t

_Consumer repreSentative 1/
I

)14
II.
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Utilities sales representative

Merchandise manager, stimulatejstore businetS

Goveiilment agency director

Social case Worker

Interior designer

Feature editor (women's publications)

Nursery school director

Product development and testing

Quality control

Recipe development, cookbooks

Stylist (fashion shows)

Marketing research (new products) (consumer
feedbaCkl

Competitive product evaluations

'Public relations, advertising

Home sewing education, sewing laboratories

Housing, furnishings

-R&D, work with technidAl people

.--=.:,-Aneweriiigonstmer household questions

Sxplain,escribp4and extend use of produCts

Provide scientif1C :approach to family probleMs

Provide,pub4c information I

tConsultant' (child care,, nutrition, elderly,
etc.)-

Develop nutrition piograms 4

Provide occupational training - -among many
others even more partictlarized.

ti

0

.
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...A. third documentary point on the lack of consistent

identity for home economics, and thus home economists,

is methodological in nature. Business a#Wgovernment

employers are relatively inarticulateion the subject.

Itis pointedly difficult for them to col'lect their

thoughts about home economists as a class of emplo es'

or potential employees and generalize their ci)

They perceiVe such wide diversity that th
Y. not

fasten on a cleat /identity referent to ,helpp hem ex-
/

press their' opinions. A

. In some senses, but in a lower -keyed y,even educa-

torsare affected by the same ident y problems. They
#

say, for instance:

"The home economics ptogr should be nation-
ally consistent."

0

"Some chalik in the :title home economics is
pr ably a good idea, but we have more impor-
ant changes to mike which make us more under-

standable."

"We should update all the home economics mate-
rial.or return to the basics. It's confusing
now."



1

"...Whatever may have cadtVid-this situation in the past is

. water over the dam, but the situation, as it exists

today.ie Clearly explicable:

Home economic!, subsumes.:so many different and--

(perceived tobe) unrelated subdisciplines- -

food and nutri ion, social and community im-

provement, clo hing and fashion, health and

\

child care, to \mention only a few- -that there

is no known and understood focus upon which a

clear identity for home economics can rest.

Some other disciplines have the same problem

as, for eXample.psychology and,sociology, but

these tend to be/viewed as theoretical or

"thinking" disciplines, while home economics

has'..a fairly consistent practical, or task-

oriented connotation. 1/ Consequently, iden-

tificationbreaks down for home economics

-----
into a fractionated series of unrelated ider*

tities.which peOple cannot pull together

a common clear identity whole., People seem
/

to be'saying: hale a vague idea about what

1/ A later.finding discusses this point further.

20
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home economists do, but then again I'm not so

sure." And in this lighe,p6tential employerp

have the biggest Tkerri, for they are concen-

trating on a needed job function and, outside

of traditional food testing and the like, can-

not really tell whether a home economist "fills

the bill" or not.

ti

.4

O
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HYPOTHESIS $2
o

That, because home economics has no clear and consistent identity,

it has no prevailing image among the populationA:studied.
0

...The rationale for this is specific and, applies to any im-

age investigation (corporation organiiatiOn? product,

publication, government, or whatever - 'else). An image

is an evaluative judgment. Meaningful aggregate evalu-

ations are only possible against a commonly understood

set of standards--or'described another way, an

with clear parameters which are telativerY well

understood by all. ti

identity

...'For
1/or home economics.specffically,-- the result Of this

situation is a "collage" or ahthology 8f'siereotypes,

which vary from one extreme to,another, not,just be-

tween the

almost as

-

populations studied,but.withinthem as well
..,

if each individual'ha&a'sliffereht opinioh

emerging from his particular:circumstantial encounter .

with home economics, or a home. economist, A coherent*

aggregate image for home economists simply does Clot.
4

exist. For instance:
,

0

1/ In other areas such as a newly formed corporation; there
can be literally no image because,no one has even heard
of the company: Not so with home econotics,'since the
appellation has been used a long time and. people feil
they should know what the term means. 22

19
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- Some legislators and gov,er*ent agency adminie-
44

trators describe hdme economists as "bright,

better-educatedc more liberal, outgoing, etc.,"

while others say "passive, submissive, middle-

class folks, women who want to be,housewives,
f

etc."

- Business executives describe home economists as

"attractive, well-organized women, sometimes

creative dedicated, etc.," while others say

'Ihot related to business, education-minded, not

overly creative nor motivated, nice girli who

want splice safe berth, etc:"

- Some educators describe home economists as

"intelligent, bright, aware, aggressive, etc.,"

while othez in about equal numbers describe

home economists as "dull, corservative, not

.outgoing,,domesticated, rural, etc."

4

.
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HYPOTHESIS #3

That among the wide-ranging stereotype. which people use to char-
.

acterize home economists, two'are somewhat more commonly held

than others. The firAt and most general of these is "task-

oriented."

...The first stereotype with some commonality is that home

economists are primarily task-oriented "do-ereand

providers of information.- Quantitatively, 60 per cent

of all respondents agreed, but they also had other ways

of saying it. Home economists are:

'Practical girls, not philosophers."

'"They deal with.skills,,not ideas."

"They are
not ideal sts.

activigts (in the literal sense),

College Administrators

"Concerned wits the development of skills."

"Home econoWp'should learn occupational

I
.a

"Home economics curricula should have less,
theory, be more practical." s

Secondary School Administrators

24
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MI6

)

fr.
"interested in homemakikig skills, domestic
roles."

Not 'career-oriented, interested in cooking
and 'sewing skills."

"Tend to be'pretty practical go-getters."

Legislators wand Government.Agency
Administrators

"Technicians, like to do things with their
hands."

"Practical, not intellectual."

"Task-oriented, not research - oriented."

Business Executives

The'essential significance of this finding is to suggest that

,.home economists are not generally felt to be creative pro-

fessionals--instead, they are called "middle class professionals,"

"midleVel, not professi4hal" and "women who want to be house-..

wives." Their frequent dedication to theirl work is-often fully

appreciated, but'dedicationis, not,equatable with the idea-

',producing creativity which many associate with p fessionalism.

25
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HYPOTHESIS #4
. - ...

That the second'general,stereotype for home eeohomiets is
4

.#teacher.". 4:.? s
r

,...The first or primary poiition for which the popula-

tions studied believe thathomt economists should be

hired as teacher.

reacher

Dixtitian
cl; (41,

Testodkitchen supervisor .

84)

47

38

II

23 ,

CooperativeTextension lotiency 30

A "4

Consumer representative 29 a

Utilities sales representative 28

Merchandise manager 19

...And patashing is also the first - mention goal for which

colld4e or university administrators say their home

economics departments are preparing students". 4

Teaching

Nutrition/dietetics

`9 out of 10

Nursery school/day care 8 out of 10

Interior design

1%.

24
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HYPOTHESIS*#5
4

That the foregoing findings about home economists--no universal

clear identity nor image, stereotyped as ..ask-oriented and as

'teachers pritarily--answer the questiOn as to why home economists

are not often selected as Managers or administrators.

... or better or for worse, both business and government

"stipulate" in their individual ways that managers or
.

. 4

administrators have a reasonably comprehensive under-

standing of the discipline'demanded by a.particular

managerial position and that condidate for that posi-
,.

tion have demonstrated an aptitude to apply creative-
.0

thinking across all facets'of that discipline in a'real-

world sense (i.e., poi philosophically). .Home econoriliAs,

with its ask-oriented, "teacher" stereotypes in a frab=

discipline (which, if it has any focus, it is

hothemaking and family), simply ls not seen as meeting

this employment stipulation, Consequently,'home eco-

nomists, with noteworthy exceptions of course, tend to

5
. be-"-kept" in-nonmanagerial positions where their capacity

-to perform productive tasks inca. dedicated way has been

shown to be both worthwhile and profitable. .

...Asked why they believe home economists are task-oriented

"do-ers" and not managers or administrators, th4--respon-

dents in this study indicate about equally:

a

ro
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s.
,:.

k ,

- That college currialla do not properly prepare

home economists for managerial positions, and

- That homi economics, in some unplanned way,

tends, differentially to attract those interested

in functional types of positions and/or those

who lack motivation for advancement.

..:Since most prospective employers do not and cannot really
k

know the-above two "facts," they are re- 1-- = ,

sion or experience.. And'experiehte; we believe, may well

have resulte4-in an unusually high number of job-new in-
for:- 0

cumbent mismatches. On the one hand, the potential em-,,

ployer has relatively specific criteria for the gosition

he wishes to fill; on the other haul, home economics,

seen as a "grab bag" of,skillb, gives him no real assur-.

%6 hat talent he needs are to be found

in,the class of persons called home economists. The

chantes for error ,or mismatches.are increased. ,Such a

situation is tolerable in functional, nonmanagerial po-

sitions, but it can be costly in filling managerial or

administrative positions.

....'In this connection Insider these contrasting illus-

trations:

4
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- An employer

.

,

seeking to fill a_pOsitioniequiring;,:
. :

chemistry, does not e-,knowledge of physics or

quest "a scientist"; he

physicist or a chemist,

'scientists.

specifically reiptuesti a

even though both/are!'

,

.,emploket ,0e0ing- to fill a position requiring

'psychological knowledge, does not request a "So-

cial scientist";. he specifically requests a pbyr

chologist.

An empldyer seeking to fill a position requil3Ing
,

ability to' speak and read French does not.Te-

quest a "linguist"; he specifically requests' the

precise French-speaking talent he needs.

By contrast, an employer seekirig to fill i posi-

tion requiring detailed knowledge of fabcs (or'

H-

nutrition or child care, etc.); may or ma2.not

think of requesting a home: economist and if.` die ,

does, from all he can tell:, -may or may riot get,
I

someone who can successfully t etperform

ha's in mind. t

a

'

I
.
.1
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HYPOTHESIS #6

That the way, businepA; government and media employers now use
**-

40WebonbMists attests to-the diverseemployer expectations
\

. , which home economics has, in a sense, fostered through the years
.\,

and seems still to be fostering with its lack of a clear iden-

tity.

;.'.Bkisined; employers say they now use home economists:

For test kitchens apd'prodUct Cleve41.ciiiilen and

. testing. I

For consumer relations, affais,, edUcation:

- 0In public relations, publicity.

In product4parketing research.

As stylists,Ashion shows.

- For Competitive product evaluations
..

-

,...--
- To prepare manuscripts for cookbooks, te*CiTie---)) ,-

r

To prepare -use and% are of product" brochures.

To teach home 'sewing.

/6
To work with ,R.0; ,i7(7(nOa) l people.

To answer- Consumer que tionS,
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N

..To stimulate business in stores. ; .

.%
v

To providi feedback on consumer reactifli.

To prepare photographs
s.

To "say what appea

f

and product /direciloni.

s to ladies."

...Government employer- say they now use home econOnaWts:

In child or in ant care areas.

OM.

,.__....

.-7.:-. ,... As a part-time member of a-commission.

\i ti

...e
l... -.... ..- t
... -.:

..-'..''' In a public information robe: -

% .

ft Y' ,;...:.

:As-e-consultant on nutrition for the elderly.

-...:_ce-,:::----------

,-;

\lk.i

'.,,374/. progtams..
-:,c-- .

k a consultation basis--community'om aging.
, .
. ,

\7'," *:::.'. , \\ ' ,

-, \Ai 'a consultant on new legislation.
,,,,,,;,

v
Td\t tif as experts before Committees.-

In family pla9ning.

c

As "trainers" in connection with nutritional

O

\
QUId*e'legis ator said:-.!.!No home econ

here444p0 taf4,,,,A ustberii are -profeniona

S

ti
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...Media employers seem to use home economists on a part-

time, "this-kind-ofknowledge-is-needed-now-but-not-

always" basis. They are most wont to say that the (per-

ceived) areas of home economics expertise do not, fit

their needs and to comment in these illustrative and
t

revealing ways:

"We have no test kitchens, don't need them.'

"Don't go out to seek a home economist, but
one who also can write, could get a job here."

"Certainly could not use in our modern living
department."

"Don't need to eMploy home economists--can get
one, when wanted."

A°

"We have womeu, not home economists, who do
.things like that:"

4

...Clearly the above employment framewOrk doe's not encom-

pass all of the truly successful home economists who

have contributed much to many employers. hose where

a "real,match" has been foundare much appreciated by

their employers and hold responsible positions. But

the study concerns the aggregate situation and planning

for the future. 'Educators say that the number o'f home

economics students is increasing, so that more'sand more



will be seeking employment. ca clear identification of

their capabilities, and a better understanding of these

capabilities among employers, would go toward en-
AP

E

couraging employment and giving home economists a real

chance to obtain better employment opportunities.



HYPOTHESIS #7

That there are strong overtones of change .inthe concepts con-
.

kerning the substance of the home economics discipline; contrib-

uted primarily by the educators, but even here there is no

certain unanimity of opinion and constructive cleatly oriented

directionability to hat change.

...This change is typified by the 4 out of 5 who say that

home economists are "socially oriented" and the'con-
1

trastingly smaller number (approximately 50%) who say

"home economists are primarily involved in domestic

functions, like cooking, aewin4 and nutrition."

...Most educators seem to see the home economics discipline

and curficula in a state Of flux, where:

They seem to, be trying to hold the line on the

more traditional "basic Skills" requirement- -

in cooking and food preparation, sewing, home-

making, etc., while

They also, seem to admit that updating and in-

creased relevancy to life today are definitely

needed.
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...Consequently, educators appear caught on the horns of a

dilemma,.for'which they have not yet found a resolution.

The following points of'view regarding goals for the

teaching of home economics, 011 expressed by secondary

school and college. educators, illustrate:

Maintaining the Traditional

"Teach organizational skills
to be an effective homemaker."

"Stay with basic services- -
field in-service courses.

"Less theory--stick to the
practical approach."

"Keep the curriculum as it
is--to give practical experi-
ence."

6

"Not piychology and sociology,
, more on the job practical

Striking Out in New
Directions

"Teach the value of life and
life's values."

"Less time on nutrition and
clothing."

"Too heavily'skill oriented,
should prepare students for

"Make curriculum more ".1i4eral
arts,".multidisciplina , add
political action course , re-
search methods, family aw- and
economics, etc."

"Give exploratory experience
to' cope with society,

the quality of life, etc." 1/

...There is certainly no answer in this study as to the

resolution of the-changes in process in ho4e economics

as depicted above: first, because only a full'-scale

study among educators could provide such a conclusion.;

but also because it appears doubtful that educators are

.4a/ Interestingly, these statements tend to end with "etcet-
? era" as though the rest of the conceptual content is not

quite understood.

3S



certain of t

J.

mitting that
/ a

but very lift].

comes ,to_rssolut

the two broad poin

I

r own directions. There is a lot of ad--
4

nge is needed oris in fact taking place,

onsistency and /or specificity when it

on of the direction of change. Each of

and

s o,f view ith the traditional

strike out in ne directions--has its partisans.

The decision, 'however, -eems cleaily to be deft for the

future.

11.

0

t

ot,

0
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HYPOTHESIS *8

That the identity confusion about home economics and home econo-

mists, taken together with.the perbeption of some that there is

need for a change in the disciplihe, is fully symbolized in the

issue as to whether home ecohomicsshould dr shouldn't change its

name.

...At the level of college/universityalministrators there

is little apparent agreement on the point. Some profess

to have no idea whya name change is under consideration,

some think it is as a result of:

A desire tb change the image of the discipline--

"Get free of the stigma, of little, old lady

in tennis shoes." '

A public relati ns maneuver--"To serik the pro-
,

gram."

A genuine recognition of the broader interests

of home eccnomia programs today.

An effort to get more men involved.

...Mdst college/university administrators seem td,feel that
g.

the name changes attempted, by and large, did not suc-
'

ceed as they were done, principally because it did, not

J



appear to them to bringh it the necessary substan-

tive changet:

ti

"A name change alone' will change-little."

"We have more important changes to make."

"Could be effective but'not alone, substance
must also change."

...There is, however, an undercuirent of administrators

who seem to feel that the name change may be a start:

"The present name doesn't really represent the
program."

"Gocd idea, because name change will be accomT
panied by change in substance.",

...Also there is opinion that'whatever else is true,a name_

change for home, economics should be nationally consis-

tent, but this may:not happen because "those in home eco-

nomics tor a Ring time feel threatened."
c.

J
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III. OTHER PRINCIPAL INSIGHTS INTO ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

SPECIFIC TO HOME ECONOMICS TODAY

ti

The following additional qualitative findings are presented for
e' ,

their possible usefulness to the American Home Economics

Association:

1. Over a1,1 populations studied, the perceived areas of -

involvement of home. economists (from a prepared list)

tri rank order of mentiorikare:

Nutrition

-Consumer problems

Child development/care

:Family planning

Quality- of life, human values

Housing

Problems of the aging

Alternate life-styles

Minority problems

Resource conservation/ecdlogy

ats

2. Most businesses which ansistently employ home econo->

mists in practical line positions find their contri-

.butrons to the company profitable.



3. Most legislators and government agency administrators

feel a lack of public administration training among

, home economrelt., They say:

"Give them courseb to enable them to put their
'ideas to use in political action-."-

1!Teacn them government planning, government t

standards."

"Get them to understand public programs in the
area of their expertise."

4. Legislators and government agency administrators, in

need of a home economist for expert testimony,.use

colleges and universities as a source. The second most

frequent mention in this connection was the American

Home Economics Association. Minor mentions included

other government agencies, state health departments,

utilities, American VocaticrI Association and county

extension services.

5. Media potential employers are concerned with having

hom9 economists learn communications skills: Englis.hr,

writing, public speaking, broadcast in addition to

their otheritraining.

4

a
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6. All secondary school adkninistrators reported male "stu-

),edents.in their ome,ecoriomics courses as an electilie

not as a requir ment. Just two schools reported:a,

male home economics teacher, teaching "senior homeL

making" and "consume education."

7. All but one secondary school adminjstrator indicated

that Future Homemakers of America existed in their,

schools or school systems. The values' associated with

.

this proyram were.in rank order of mention:

Service toehe community, community partici-

pation.

To teach'leadership.

To provide .social functions in school or

other school

4

To teach cooperation, involvement, social--

ith

ization.
a

,To.add planning and orgtnizatiA,nal abilities.

To'provide more organized activities:

TO improve the student's

1

110

fit

4
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To open other avenues of vocation training.

To help student decide on college courses.,,

11.

8. The majority of state school officials and schoo

superintendent questioned, indicated they offer some

form of home economics at the elementary school level,

mainly informallysin gener programs or as a "mini-'

course," not part of the general.curriculum. Most did

not have trained hoMe economists presently teaching

this subject.'

9. Every college/university administrator indicated that

the home economics program had increased in recent

years. Such responses as these were given:'300 per

cent growth in past twelve years, 26 per cent over the

pdst year, doubled, 25 per cent in the past three
. .

years, etc. -The reasons for these increases are many:

Offering wider curriculum.

- Reve-azimproved faoulty.

Perceive better occupational opportunities.

Better meeting ne s 6f-students.,
,e

Bettei-Plblic.relations.

0 !
Make abroader experience base available.

6 -

L

s.
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v..Y. 0

home. ,econom1b,S, plays an active rol*/in overal ' school,', . . ,administratict and in the determination of poi cy pro-
portagnate to thbe sale Of.the bogie economics enctill-

. , ',,
4,, ,

:-.:.7. ''.,merit: They are of ty, minds ,4,1rwever,,as to' whether
.

finding, facilities and faculty ;Oal.aries-: have iticreased

10. Mot ColkilunveTsity administrators belieVie' that
I

t

\

in%proportion to,',fhe increases` in home economics_'

enrollment----abouthalf said:/ "yes" and half-aid--.."no."

q

4

4

4
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